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SYSTEMS AND METHODS FOR PROVIDING INFORMATION
REGARDING SEMANTIC ENTITIES INCLUDED IN A PAGE OF

CONTENT

RELATED APPLICATION

[0001] This present application claims the benefit of and priority to U.S. Patent

Application No, 13/229,245, entitled "SYSTEMS AND METHODS FOR

PROVIDING INFORMATION REGARDING SEMANTIC ENTITIES INCLUDED

IN A PAGE OF CONTENT," filed on September 9, 201 1 and claims the benefit of

and priority to U.S. Patent Application No, 13/229,302, entitled "SYSTEMS AND

METHODS FOR RICH QUERY CONSTRUCTION," filed on September 9, 201 1

and claims the benefit of and priority to U.S. Patent Application No, 13/229,31 1,

entitled "SYSTEMS AND METHODS FOR CONTEXTUAL SEARCHING OF

SEMANTIC ENTITIES," filed on September 9, 201 1, which all claim the benefit of

and priority to U.S. Provisional Patent Application No. 61/512,826, entitled

"SYSTEMS AND METHODS FOR CONTEXTUAL PERSONALIZED

SEARCHING," filed on July 28, 201 1, which is incorporated by reference in its

entirety.

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0002] Embodiments of the present invention relate generally to the field of

searching the internet and other content sources (including, but not limited to,

advertising streams) and computerized searching. In particular, the systems and

methods described herein allow traditional web content to be consumed in a radically

different manner based on characteristics of the consumer.



SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

(0003) In one aspect, the present invention relates to a method for providing

contextual information regarding semantic entities included in a page of content. A

page of content including one or more semantic entities is displayed to a user. One or

more of semantic entities included in the page is identified. Input is received from the

user indicating a desire to receive contextual information regarding a specific one of

the identified semantic entities.

(0004] In another aspect, the present invention relates to a system providing

contextual information regarding semantic entities included in a page of content. The

system includes means for displaying to a user a page of content including one or

more semantic entities, means for identifying one or more of semantic entities

included in the page, and means for receiving input from the user indicating a desire

to receive contextual information regarding a specific one of the identified semantic

entities.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0005| The foregoing and other objects, aspects, features, and advantages of the

disclosure will become more apparent and better understood by referring to the

following description taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawings, in

which:

[0006] FIG. 1A is a schematic diagram of a system in accordance with an

embodiment of the present invention;

[0007] FIG. IB is a exploded diagram of the apparatus of Fig. 1, in accordance

with an embodiment of the present invention;

[0008] FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram of a system transferring information, in

accordance with an embodiment of the present invention;



[0009] FIG. 3A is an exemplary view of a screen shot showing a webpage before

contextual mode has been activated, according to an embodiment of the present

invention;

[0010J FIGS. 3B and 3C are exemplary views of screen shots showing a webpage

after contextual mode has been activated and various search terms are highlighted,

according to some embodiments of the present invention;

[001 1] FIG. 3D is an exemplary view of a screen shot showing an overlay

window and a webpage after a contextual search has been conducted, according to an

embodiment of the present invention;

[0012] FIG. 4 is a flow diagram of a process according to an embodiment of the

present invention;

[0013] FIGS. 5A-5D are more detailed flow diagrams of a process according to an

embodiment of the present invention.

[0014] FIG. 6 is a textual representation of a data structure containing information

regarding a sample user profile, according to an embodiment of the present invention;

[0015] FIG. 7A is an exemplary view of a screen shot showing a webpage in

which a user has highlighted a search entity;

[0016] FIG. 7B is a sample rich-query string based on the search entity and

webpage of FIG. 7A, according to an embodiment of the present invention; and

[0017] FIG. 7C is a textual representation of a data structure containing a sample

text search result as returned by a server that had been provided the rich-query string

of FIG. 7B, according to an embodiment of the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

[0018] Various embodiments of the present invention provide a process or system

for conducting a contextual search. A user views a webpage, a document, or other



content. According to some embodiments, the contextual search service accepts input

from the user regarding one or more search terms, phrases, images, or other

information indicating a topic or topics of interest (hereinafter referred to as a "search

entity"). According to some embodiments, anything and everything in a document is

searchable. According to various embodiments, the service selects additional input

related to the search entity to determine the context of the search entity, in order to

conduct a search that is more likely to be relevant than a search that does not involve

the context. According to various further embodiments, the service uses the search

entity and context that may be related to the search entity to search for and obtain

search results. According to various embodiments, these results are presented to the

user.

|0019] FIG. 1A illustrates a networked environment 101 according to some

embodiments, in which a contextual search service is provided. As shown in FIG.

1A, the networked environment 101 includes one or more client machines

102A- 102N (generally referred to herein as "client machine(s) 102" or "client(s)

102") in communication with one or more servers 106A- 106N (generally referred to

herein as "server machine(s) 106" or "server(s) 106") over a network 104. The client

machine(s) 102 can, in some embodiments, be referred to as a single client machine

102 or a single group of client machines 102, while server(s) 106 may be referred to

as a single server 106 or a single group of servers 106. Although three client

machines 102 and three server machines 106 are depicted in FIG. 1A, any number of

clients 102 can be in communication with any number of servers 106. In some

embodiments, a single client machine 102 communicates with more than one server

106, while in another embodiment a single server 06 communicates with more than

one c lient machine 102. In yet another embodiment, a single client machine 102



communicates with a single server 106. Further, although a single network 104 is

shown connecting client machines 102 to server machines 106, it should be

understood that according to some embodiments, multiple, separate networks connect

a subset of client machines 102 to a subset of server machines 106.

[0020| In some embodiments, the computing environment 101 includes an

appliance (not shown in FIG. 1A) installed between the server(s) 106 and client

machine(s) 102. This appl iance can mange client/server connections, and in some

cases can load balance connections made by client machines 102 to server machines

106. Suitable appliances are manufactured by any one of the fol lowing companies

(but are not limited to these companies): the Citrix Systems Inc. Application

Networking Group; Silver Peak Systems, Inc, both of Santa Clara, California;

Riverbed Technology, Inc. of San Francisco, California; F5 Networks, Inc. of Seattle,

Washington; or Juniper Networks, Inc. of Sunnyvale, California.

[002 1] Client(s) 102 and server(s) 106 may be provided as a computing device

100, a specific embodiment of which is i l lustrated in FIG. I B. Included within the

computing device 100 is a system bus 1 0 that communicates with the following

components: a central processing unit 121 ("processor"); a main memory 122

providing non-transient storage; storage memory 128 providing non-transient storage;

an input/output (I/O) controller 123 ; display devices 124A- 124N; an installation

device 116; and a network interface 118. In some embodiments, the storage memory

128 includes: an operating system, software routines, and a client agent 120. The I O

controller 123, in some embodiments, is further connected one or more input devices.

Volatile computer memory, non-volati le computer memory, and combinations of

volatile and non-volatile computer memory are to be included within the scope of

non-transient storage. As shown in FIG. B, the I/O controller 123 is connected to a



camera 125, a keyboard 126, a pointing device 127 such as (but not limited to) a

mouse, and a microphone 129.

[0022] Various embodiments of the computing machine 100 include a central

processing unit 121 characterized by any one of the following component

configurations: logic circuits that respond to and process instructions fetched from the

main memory unit 122; a microprocessor unit, such as (but not limited to): those

manufactured by Intel Corporation; those manufactured by Motorola Corporation;

those manufactured by Transmeta Corporation of Santa Clara, California; the

RS/6000 processor such as those manufactured by International Business Machines; a

processor such as those manufactured by Advanced Micro Devices; or any other

combination of logic circuits. Still other embodiments of the central processing unit

122 include any one or combination of the following: a microprocessor, a

microcontroller, a central processing unit with a single processing core, a central

processing unit with two processing cores, or a central processing unit with more than

one processing core.

[0023J While FIG. IB illustrates a computing device 100 that includes a single

central processing unit 12 1, in some embodiments the computing device 100 include

one or more processing units 121. In these embodiments, the computing device 100

can store and execute firmware or other executable instructions that, when executed,

direct the one or more processing units 12 1 to simultaneously execute instructions or

to simultaneously execute instructions on a single piece of data. In other

embodiments, the computing device 100 store and execute firmware or other

executable instructions that, when executed, direct the one or more processing units to

each execute a section of a group of instructions. For example, each processing unit



121 may be instructed to execute a portion of a program or a particular module within

a program.

[0024] In some embodiments, the processing unit 12 1 includes one or more

processing cores. For example, according to some embodiments the processing unit

121 has two cores, four cores, eight cores, or any number of cores. In some

embodiments, the processing unit 121 comprises one or more parallel processing

cores. The processing cores of the processing unit 121, in some embodiments, access

available memory as a global address space, or in other embodiments, memory within

the computing device 100 is segmented and assigned to a particular core within the

processing unit 121. In some embodiments, the one or more processing cores or

processors in the computing device 100 can each access local memory. In still other

embodiments, memory within the computing device 100 is shared amongst one or

more processors or processing cores, while other memory can be accessed by

particular processors or subsets of processors. In embodiments where the computing

device 100 includes more than one processing unit, the multiple processing units are

included in a single integrated circuit (IC). These multiple processors, in some

embodiments, are linked together by an internal high speed bus, which may be

referred to as an element interconnect bus.

[0025] In embodiments where the computing device 100 includes one or more

processing units 12 1, or a processing unit 12 1 including one or more processing cores,

the processors, in some embodiments, can execute a single instruction simultaneously

on multiple pieces of data (SIMD), or in other embodiments can execute multiple

instructions simultaneously on multiple pieces of data (MIMD). In some

embodiments, the computing device 100 includes any number of SIMD and MhMD

processors.



[0026] The computing device 100, in some embodiments, includes a graphics

processor or a graphics processing unit (not shown). In various embodiments, the

graphics processing unit includes any combination of software and hardware, and can

further input graphics data and graphics instructions, render a graphic from the

inputted data and instructions, and output the rendered graphic. In some

embodiments, the graphics processing unit is included within the processing unit 12 1.

In other embodiments, the computing device 100 includes one or more processing

units 12 1, such that at least one processing unit 12 1 is dedicated to processing and

rendering graphics.

[0027] Some embodiments of the computing device 100 provide support for any

one of the following installation devices 116 (but is not limited to these devices): a

CD-ROM drive, a CD-R/RW drive, a DVD-ROM drive, tape drives of various

formats, USB device, a bootable medium, a bootable CD, a bootable CD for

GNU/Linux distribution such as KNOPPIX®, a hard-drive or any other device

suitable for installing applications or software. Applications, in some embodiments,

include a client agent 120, or any portion of a client agent 120. According to some

embodiments, the computing device 100 further includes a storage device 128 that is

either one or more hard disk drives, or one or more redundant arrays of independent

disks; where the storage device is configured to store an operating system, software,

programs applications, or at least a portion of the client agent 120. A further

embodiment of the computing device 100 includes an installation device 116 that is

used as the storage device 128.

[0028] Embodiments of the computing device 100 include any one of the

following I/O devices 130A- 130N (but is not lim ited to these examples): a camera

125, keyboard 126; a pointing device 127; a microphone 129; mice; trackpads; an



optical pen; trackballs; microphones; drawing tablets; video displays; speakers; inkjet

printers; laser printers; and dye-sublimation printers; touch screen; or any other

input/output device able to perform the methods and systems described herein.

According to some embodiments, an I/O controller 123 connects to multiple I/O

devices 103A- 130N to control the one or more I/O devices. According to some

embodiments, the I O devices 130A- 130N are configured to provide storage or an

installation medium 116. According to other embodiments, the I O devices

130A- 130N are configured to provide a universal serial bus (USB) interface for

receiving USB storage devices such as (but not lim ited to) the USB Flash Drive line

of devices manufactured by Twintech Industry, Inc. Still other embodiments include

an I/O device 130 that is a bridge between the system bus 150 and an external

communication bus, such as (but not limited to): a USB bus; an Apple Desktop Bus;

an RS-232 serial connection; a SCSI bus; a FireWire bus; a FireWire 800 bus; an

Ethernet bus; an AppleTalk bus; a Gigabit Ethernet bus; an Asynchronous Transfer

Mode bus; a HIPP bus; a Super H PP bus; a SerialPlus bus; a SCI/LAMP bus; a

FibreChannel bus; or a Serial Attached small computer system interface bus.

[0029) In some embodiments, the computing machine 100 can execute any

operating system, while in other embodiments the computing machine 100 can

execute any of the following operating systems: versions of the MICROSOFT

WINDOWS operating systems such as WINDOWS 3.x; WINDOWS 95; WINDOWS

98; WINDOWS 2000; WINDOWS NT 3.5 1; WINDOWS NT 4.0; WINDOWS CE;

WINDOWS XP; WINDOWS VISTA; and WINDOWS 7; the different releases of the

Unix and Linux operating systems; any version of the MAC OS or iOS manufactured

by Apple Computer; OS/2, manufactured by International Business Machines; any

embedded operating system; any real-time operating system; any open source



operating system; any proprietary operating system; any operating systems for mobile

computing devices; or any other operating system. In still another embodiment, the

computing machine 100 can execute multiple operating systems. For example, the

computing machine 100 can execute PARALLELS or another virtualization platform

that can execute or manage a virtual machine executing a first operating system, while

the computing machine 100 executes a second operating system different from the

first operating system.

[0030] In various embodiments, the computing machine 100 is embodied in any

one of the following computing devices (but is not limited to these devices): a

computing workstation; a desktop computer; a laptop or notebook computer; a server;

a handheld computer; a mobile telephone; a portable telecommunication device; a

media playing device; a gaming system; a mobile computing device; a netbook; a

device of the IPOD family of devices manufactured by Apple Computer; any one of

the PLAYSTATION family of devices manufactured by the Sony Corporation; any

one of the Nintendo fam ily of devices manufactured by Nintendo Co; any one of the

XBOX family of devices manufactured by the Microsoft Corporation; or any other

type and/or form of computing, telecommunications or media device that is capable of

communication and that has sufficient processor power and memory capacity to

perform the methods and systems described herein.

|003 1] In other embodiments, the computing machine 100 is a mobile device such

as (but not limited to) any one of the following mobile devices: a JAVA-enabled

cellular telephone or personal digital assistant (PDA), such as the i55sr, i58sr, i85s,

i88s, i90c, i95cl, or the im l 100, all of which are manufactured by Motorola Corp; the

603 5 or the 7135, manufactured by Kyocera; the i300 or i330, manufactured by

Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd; the TREO 180, 270, 600, 650, 680, 700p, 700w, or



750 smart phone manufactured by Palm, Inc; any computing device that has different

processors, operating systems, and input devices consistent with the device; or any

other mobile computing device capable of performing the methods and systems

described herein. In still other embodiments, the computing device 00 is any one of

the following mobile computing devices (but is not limited to these devices): any one

series of Blackberry, or other handheld device manufactured by Research In Motion

Lim ited; the iPhone manufactured by Apple Computer; Palm Pre; a Pocket PC; a

Pocket PC Phone; or any other handheld mobile device. I yet still other

embodiments, the computing device 00 is a smart phone or tablet computer, such as

(but not lim ited to) the iPhone or iPad manufactured by Apple, Inc. of Cupertino, CA;

the BlackBerry devices manufactured by Research in Motion, Ltd. of Waterloo,

Ontario, Canada; Windows Mobile devices manufactured by Microsoft Corp., of

Redmond, WA; the Xoom manufactured by Motorola, Inc. of Libertyville, L ; devices

capable of running the Android platform provided by Google, Inc. of Mountain View,

CA; or any other type and form of portable computing device.

|0032] In stil l other embodiments, the computing device 100 is a virtual machine.

In some embodiments, the virtual machine is any virtual machine, such as (but not

limited to) those managed by a hypervisor developed by XenSolutions, Citrix

Systems, IBM, VMware, or any other hypervisor. In still other embodiments, the

virtual machine is managed by a hypervisor executing on a server 106 or a hypervisor

executing on a client 102.

[0033) In still other embodiments, the computing device 100 can execute, operate

or otherwise provide an application that is any one of the following: software; an

application or program ; executable instructions; a virtual machine; a hypervisor; a

web browser; a web-based client; a client-server application; an ActiveX control; a



Java applet; software related to voice over internet protocol (VoIP) communications

like a soft IP telephone; an application for streaming video and/or audio or receiving

and playing streamed video and/or audio; an application for facilitating real-time-data

communications; a HTTP client; a FTP client; or any other set of executable

instructions. Still other embodiments include a client device 102 that displays

application output generated by an application remotely executing on a server 106 or

other remotely located machine. In these embodiments, the client device 102 can

display the application output in an application window, a browser, or other output

window.

[0034] According to various embodiments, the computing device 100 further

includes a network interface 1 8 to interface to a Local Area Network (LAN), W ide

Area Network (WAN), the Internet, or any type of network, through a variety of

connections including, but not limited to, standard telephone lines, LAN or WAN

links (e.g., 802. 11, T l , T3, 56kb, X.25, SNA, DECNET), broadband connections

(e.g., ISDN, Frame Relay, ATM, G igabit Ethernet, Ethernet-over-SONET), wireless

connections, or some combination of any or all of the above. Connections can also be

established using a variety of communication protocols (e.g., TCP/IP, IPX, SPX,

NetBIOS, Ethernet, ARCNET, SONET, SDH, Fiber Distributed Data Interface

(FDDI), RS232, RS485, IEEE 802. 11, IEEE 802. 11a, IEEE 802. 11b, IEEE 802. 11g,

CDMA, GSM, WiMax and direct asynchronous connections). In some embodiments,

the network 104 comprises one or more sub-networks, and is installed between any

combination of the clients 102, servers 106, computing machines and appliances

included within the computing environment 101. In some embodiments, the network

104 is: a local-area network (LAN); a metropolitan area network (MAN); a wide area

network (WAN); a primary network 104 comprised of multiple sub-networks 104



located between the client machines 102 and the servers 06; a primary public

network 104 with a private sub-network 104; a primary private network 104 with a

public sub-network 104; or a primary private network 04 with a private sub-network

104. According to some embodiments, the network topology of the network 04

differs within different embodiments, possible network topologies include: a bus

network topology; a star network topology; a ring network topology; a repeater-based

network topology; or a tiered-star network topology. Additional embodiments

include a network 104 of mobile telephone networks that use a protocol to

communicate among mobile devices, where the protocol is any one of the following:

AMPS; TDMA; CDMA; GSM; GPRS UMTS; or any other protocol able to transmit

data among mobile devices.

(0035) n various embodiments, the computing environment 1 1 includes more

than one server 106A- 106N such that the servers 106A- 106N are logically grouped

together into a server farm 106. In some embodiments, the server farm 106 includes

servers 106 that are geographically dispersed and logically grouped together in a

server farm 106, servers 106 that are located proximate to each other and logical ly

grouped together in a server farm 106, or several virtual servers executing on physical

servers. Geographically dispersed servers 106A- 06N within a server farm 106 can,

in some embodiments, communicate using a WAN, MAN, or LAN, where different

geographic regions can be characterized as: different continents; different regions of a

continent; different countries; different states; different cities; different campuses;

different rooms; or any combination of the preceding geographical locations. In some

embodiments, the server farm 106 is administered as a single entity, while in other

embodiments, the server farm 106 includes multiple server farms 106.



[0036] Referring now to FIG . 2, according to various embodiments of the

invention, information 204 regarding a contextual search is transferred between the

server(s) 106 and the component(s) 202. According to various embodiments, the

component(s) 202 is computer software. According to other embodiments, the

component(s) 202 is computer hardware or circuitry. According to various

embodiments, the component(s) 202 is part of, or executes on, the client(s) 102.

According to some embodiments, the component(s) 202 is part of, or executes on, the

server(s) 106. According to various embodiments, information 204 is transferred to

the server(s) 106 from the component(s) 202. According to various embodiments,

information 204 is transferred to the component(s) from the server(s) 106. According

to various embodiments, information 204 is transferred back and forth between the

server(s) 106 and the component(s) 202.

[0037) FIGS. 3A-D i llustrate the user experience of the contextual search service

according to a non-limiting, exemplary embodiment. In FIG. 3A, the user has

navigated to a webpage in a web browser using a touch-screen tablet device. In FIG.

3B, contextual mode has been activated, and some search entities have been identified

on the display by highl ighting certain words on the underlying webpage. In FIG. 3C,

the service has automatical ly highlighted certain words to notify the user that more

information is available about those terms (although all the items, words, and objects

on the webpage are selectable and searchable). In FIG. 3D, the words "New" and

"York" are highlighted, to the right of the overlay window. Although those two

words are on separate lines, the service determined that they were related by

comparing those words with the context, and then highlighting them both on the

display. A search was conducted, which returned the results displayed in the overlay

window.



[0038] In another embodiment, the system does not require activation of

contextual mode to allow a user to perform a search. In these embodiment, the user

navigates to a web page, as shown in FIG. 3A and any word or series of words

displayed by the web page is avai lable for selection by the user. The user indicates a

desire to search for additional information about a term, such as by a activating a

specific mouse button or by executing a "long press" on a touch screen, and the term

is highlighted in a manner similar to that shown in FIG. 3D. In some of these

embodiments, the system will highlight entities that are recognized as potential search

terms without input from the user. Selection of terms to automatically highl ight can be

based on prior use of the system by users (e.g. this term has been searched by multiple

users recently) or can be based on other considerations (e.g. highlighting a currency

denomination to educate the user that such a term can be searched).

[0039] FIGS. 4 and 5A-5D show non-limiting processes for a contextual search

service, according to various embodiments of the invention. Referring to FIG. 4, in

step S400, according to some embodiments, the contextual searching mode is

activated by a component(s) 202 before contextual searches can be performed.

According to some embodiments, contextual search ing mode is activated by the

contextual search service accepting input, using a processor of a computing device,

from the user to enable it. Examples include (but are not limited to), user input in the

form of mouse input, touch-screen input, keyboard input, spoken command, or the

like. For instance, in a non-lim iting, exemplary embodiment, contextual searching

mode is activated with a touch-screen device by receiving input corresponding with a

sliding movement from the bottom of the screen. For another example, in a non-

limiting, exemplary embodiment, contextual searching mode is activated by receiving

input from a keyboard corresponding with a user pressing Alt (or a specific meta key).



Once activated, according to some embodiments, the service indicates, using a

display, audio device, or the like, that the contextual searching mode has been

activated.

[0040] In stil l other embodiments, contextual mode is "always on," that is, it does

not need to be activated in order for contextual searches to be performed. In these

embodiments, the user selects a term to be searched by providing specific, predefined

input such as the activation of a specific mouse button (e.g., right-cl icking), the

activation of a specific mouse button in combination with a specific key of a keyboard

(e.g., control-click), or by providing a specific touch gesture, such as a double-finger

press, triple-finger press or long press. In some embodiments, the user's finger must

contact the screen for more than 500 milliseconds to register a long press. In other

embodiments the length of time the user's finger's must contact the screen in order to

register a long press is greater than 100 milliseconds, 300 milliseconds, 750

milliseconds, or 1000 milliseconds.

[0041 ] According to some embodiments, contextual searching mode is made

persistent (that is, to stay on until it is turned off) when activated, or in some

embodiments, is made optionally persistent by accepting input indicating that a user

pressed a hotkey or otherwise indicated that the option was selected. According to

further embod iments, contextual searching mode can be made non-persistent (when it

would otherwise be persistent) by accepting input indicating that a user pressed a

hotkey or otherwise indicated that that option was selected.

[0042] For some embodiments in which contextual mode is activated, entering

contextual mode involves suspending the otherwise typical user interface behavior of

the webpage browser, email c lient, or document viewer. For embodiments in which

contextual mode is "always on," the activation of contextual searching suspends the



normal behavior of the page. According to some embodiments, the abil ity of those

software applications to accept input as normal may be suspended until the service is

no longer in contextual mode. In that case, only the service will respond to user input

directed at those applications unless the user input is directed at disabling the service

or contextual mode. In these embodiments, user interaction events with the

underlying page are intercepted and redirected or, in some case, discarded. For

example, the following JavaScript event may be used to perform the interception of

user interaction events: event. stopPropagation().

[0043] In a non-limiting, exemplary embodiment, a computer monitor may

display the webpage shown in FIG. 7A in a browser window, where the word "JOBS"

is hyperlinked. While not in contextual mode, clicking on "JOBS" would cause the

browser to load the webpage specified by the hyperlink. While in contextual mode,

clicking on "JOBS" would not cause the browser to load that webpage. Instead,

"JOBS" would be highlighted by the service, indicating that "JOBS" is a search

entity.

[0044] Returning to FIG. 4, in step S4 10, according to various embodiments, the

contextual search service identifies at least one search entity. According to some

embodiments, the search entity (or entities) is identified by the contextual search

service accepting input, using a processor of a computing device, from the user to

indicate search term(s). Examples include (but are not limited to), user input in the

form of mouse input, touch-screen input, keyboard input, voice input, or the like.

According to some embodiments, the service accepts input from a mouse

corresponding with a user c licking on something. According to some embodiments,

the service accepts input from a touch-screen device corresponding with a user

touching, pointing, holding, releasing, making a dragging movement, or the like. In



still other embodiments, the user may fine-tune the selection of a search term by

providing additional input. For example, the user may drag the leading edge of a user

interface element to indicate a desire to include in their selection a word or words

immediately preceding the initially selected search term.

[0045] According to some embodiments, the contextual search service determines

the search entity (or entities) at least in part through a disambiguation process, using a

processor of a computing device. The disambiguation process itself also involves

determ ining the local context in order to automatically select additional search terms

or to determ ine the boundaries of the search entity (or entities). In some

embodiments, the context is used to determine how often various combinations of

potential terms are each searched. The frequency is then used, at least in part, to

determ ine which additional search terms, if any, to select, beyond the one(s) indicated

by the user. According to some embodiments, this disambiguation instead is

performed by the server(s) 106 during step S440. According to some embodiments,

disambiguation takes place both during steps S4 0 and S440.

[0046j For example, according to a non-limiting, exemplary embodiment, a

touch-screen computer user highlights the word "Depp" while viewing a webpage

about the movie, The Pirates of the Caribbean. The contextual search service takes as

input the terms surrounding Depp, which were, "The actors included Johnny Depp,

e ira Knightley, and Orlando Bloom." The service then determines that, for instance,

"Johnny Depp" is a term that is searched for more often than "Depp, Keira". The

service also determines that "Johnny Depp" is a more desirable search term than

"Depp". Therefore, the service selects "Johnny Depp" as the search entity.

[0047] According to some embodiments, the contextual search service determ ines

the local context by finding other term(s), collections of term(s), or the like, in



proximity to those indicated by the user. According to some embodiments, such

terms include (but are not limited to): postal addresses, email addresses, URLs (which

may or may not correspond with a hypertext link), currency, phone numbers,

geographic locations, or the like. In these embod iments, regular expressions may be

used to determine the existence of these types of terms. Exemplary regular

expressions include: address - [{ regex: /[ \t r n]*(.+[, \u00A0] {l , } [A-Z] {2 }[

\u00A0]?[\d) {5})($|[ \-\r\n]+)/ }, { regex: /(\d+\w* [ \r\n,]+

(?:Street|St|Avenue|Ave)(, Floor)?)/ }]; currency - {code: 'USD', symbol: '$',

name: 'dol lars?' }, { code: 'EU R', symbol: '€', name: 'euros?' }, { code: 'GBP', symbol:

'£', name: 'pounds?' }; Twitter handle - / @[A-Za-zO-9_]+$/; and phone - [{ regex:

/([\d] {2 } [\d] {2 } [\d] {2 } [\d] {2 } [\d] {2 })/ },{ regex: /([\d] {4 } [\d] {4} )/ }, regex:

/((\+[\d]+ )?\(?[\d] {3}\)?[- ][\d] {3 }[- ][\d] {4 })/ }] .

[0048] According to some embodiments, search terms may be chosen based on

whether the terms begin with a capital letter, are in all capital letters, or are in mixed

case. According to some embodiments, such terms may be chosen from the

beginning or end of a nearby sentence, where some embodiments take care to ignore

periods that do not denote the end of a sentence (such as those used for abbreviations

such as "U.S." or "Inc."). Some embodiments choose such terms based on the

existence or non-existence of a nearby word "bridges" such as (but not limited to) the

"of in "the United States of America", apostrophes used to indicate possession

("Gerry's"), ampersands ("His & Hers"), and the like. In many embodiments this

behavior is provided via a rule base containing commonly-used rules.

[0049) Some embodiments ignore terms that are common (for example, ignoring

"more"). Some embodiments choose terms based on whether the surrounding HTML

tag or other encoding denotes it with a special tag (for example, bold, italic, links,



heading tags (<h l >, <h2>, <h3>), or the like). Some embodiments choose terms

based on whether the parent node in a HTM L or simi lar document is marked as a

Microformat or special semantic tag. Some embodiments choose terms based on a

Microformat where the Microformat consists of multiple parts (like an address), scan

surrounding areas for the other related tags to highlight them at the same time. Some

embodiments choose terms based on detected sentences, dictionary terms, nouns, or

the like. Various embodiments choose terms based on any combination of the

examples described above, or other similar examples.

[0050) In still further embodiments, every type of analysis described above is

performed in order to identify search terms extant on a displayed page. In still other

embodiments, various subsets of the identified techniques may be applied. For

embodiments in which the client machine is resource constrained, such as a tablet or

mobile phone, a restricted area is analyzed to conserve resources. For example, the

following JavaScript may be used to determine if the device is a mobile device:

navigator.userAgent.indexOf( mobile'). The rules and techniques may be applied

independently of structural boundaries in the displayed page; for example, processing

is not affected by text wrapping from one line to the next.

[0051 ] In step S420, according to various embodiments, the contextual search

service notifies, using a processor, the user of the search entity (or entities) identified

in step S4 10. According to some embodiments, the notification is visual, such as

through a display of a computer device. In some embodiments, the search entity (or

entities) is highlighted within a document on a display. n other embodiments, a copy

of the selected area is magnified in order to help the user identify the selected entity.

In still further embodiments, the document is overlaid with a layer to improve

contrast of the selected entity, however that contrast is achieved. For example, in the



embodiment shown in FIGS. 3A-3D, a darker layer is used to achieve contrast. In

other embodiments, the text style of selected text is analyzed and the replicated with

the color changed to black for best contrast; in an HTML document the font-style,

font-family, font-weight, and text-transformation styles will be analyzed and

replicated. Alternatively, these styles can be determined using the following

JavaScript function: node.style. fontFamily.

[0052] In some embodiments, a pop-up window, text box, or the like is displayed

to the user above the contrast layer (if provided), which may include a list of any

search entities. According to some embodiments, the selected search entity (or

entities) is the same as what was indicated by the user, so no additional notification is

made. According to some embodiments, the service requests input from the user

regarding which search entity to select. In some further embodiments, the service

accepts inputs from the user indicating the user's selection. In some embodiments,

the input indicates that the user pressed a key, touched a touch screen, pointed with a

mouse, made a voice command, or otherwise indicated the user's selection.

[0053] In some other embodiments the selected search entity is an image, video,

audio, or other non-textual entity. In these embodiments, a highlight is applied to the

selected entity and it is brought to the foreground, for example, displayed on top of

the contrast layer, if present.

(0054] According to some embodiments, the service has already selected the

search entity, whether or not textual, and requests input from the user to confirm that

the user wishes to conduct a search using that search entity.

|0055] In step S430, according to various embodiments, after a search entity is

selected, that is, after the touch/click is registered and released, a query is a string

constructed and posted to a server using a processor. According to various



embodiments, the rich query string is a URL encoded so that it can be included in the

body of a HTTP POST request. The rich query includes both the search entity and

context information (hereinafter referred to as a "rich query"). According to some

embodiments, the rich query includes context information which increases the

likelihood of a relevant search. According to some non-lim iting, exemplary

embodiments, the context information includes any combination of the title of the

page on which the entity is found (accessible using the JavaScript command,

document.title), the URL of the page on which the entity is found (accessible using

the JavaScript command document. location or, in some embodiments, read from

native code using provided APIs), META tags, information regarding word

frequencies, and/or the like, of the webpage where the search entity was found. Word

frequencies may be calculated on the client and included in the HTTP POST request

to the server. According to some embodiments, the context information includes any

combination of the text that is located just before the search entity, the text that is

located just after the search entity, the correspond ing URL if hypertext tags surround

the search entity, information (such as attributes) inside a parent tag surrounding the

search entity, information regarding semantic tags surrounding the search entity,

information regarding the application currently being executed (such as a web

browser), information related to previous searches, information related to web pages

visited, information related to hypertext links selected, information related to the

user's profile, and/or the like.

[0056J Information about the application currently being executed may be

exposed by an API provided by the operating system of the client. n some particular

embodiments, the system is able to access the title of the window, or window name, in

which the selected entity appears as well as the name of the executable application



responsible for displaying the selected entity. Certain applications may allow access

to further information. For example, an email program may also allow access to the

title of the email, that is, the "subject" line and a word processing program may allow

access to the title of the displayed document or to other characteristics of the

document, such as word count.

[0057] Contextual information may be obtained by traversing the DOM tree to

ascertain the node previous to the node containing the selected entity and extracting

the content of the previous node and also to ascertain the node following the node

containing the selected entity and extracting the content of the next node. Thus, in the

following sentence: "Nicolas Sarkozy is the 23rd President of the French Republic," in

which 23rd President has been selected, the text "Nicolas Sarkozy" will also be

extracted and included the HTTP POST request. A sim ilar technique may be used to

ascertain text after the selected entity, i.e., in the sentence above the term "French

Republic" may also be extracted and included in the HTTP POST request. In some

embodiments, this technique is used until 25 characters before the selected entity are

obtained, 25 characters after the selected entity are obtained, or both, in other

embodiments it is used to obtain 50 characters before the selected entity are obtained,

50 characters after the selected entity are obtained, or both, in still other embodiments

it is used to obtain 100 characters before the selected entity are obtained, 100

characters after the selected entity are obtained, or both and in still further

embodiments it is used to obtain 250 characters before the selected entity are

obtained, 250 characters after the selected entity are obtained, or both. Exemplary

code for extracting the content from the previous node is as follows:

[0058J getPreviousTextNode: function(node) {

var chi lds = node.parentNode.childNodes,

idx = - l ;



for (var i=0; i<childs. length; i++) {

if (childs[i] = = node) {

idx = i ;

break;

}

}

if (idx > 0) {

var pnode = childs[idx- l ];

while (pnode.childNodes. length > 0 ) {

pnode = pnode.childNodes[pnode.childNodes. length- l ];

}

return pnode;

} else {

return this.getPreviousTextNode(node. parentNode);

}

}

[0059] Similarly, exemplary code for obtaining the content of the next node is as

follows:

[0060] getNextTextNode : function (node) {

if (!node || !node .parentNode) return null;

var childs = node .parentNode .chi ldNodes ,

idx = -1;

for (var i=0; i<childs .length; i++) {

if (childs[i] === node) {

idx = i;

break;



}

}

if (idx < childs .length-1 ) {

var pnode ch ds [idx+1 ];

while (pnode .chi ld odes .length > 0 ) {

pnode = pnode .chi ldNodes [0];

}

return pnode;

} else {

return this .getNextTextNode (node .parentNode );

}

}

[0061] In some embodiments the selected entity is part of a hyperlink, or link.

For example, using the example above, when selecting "23 rd President" the user may

actually be selecting the following HTML code:

10062] <div>

Nicolas Sarkozy is the

<a href = 'http :/ /www .presidents .f ' title= 'Presidents of

France '>

23rd President of the French Republic

</a>

</div>



[0063] As described above, the selection of an entity will suspend normal

processing by the page. Thus, rather than traversing the link identified by the text

"23 rd President," that selection will be intercepted and discarded. The system will

then recognize, using the "A" HTML tag that the selected entity is a link and will then

also extract from the HTML code helpful attributes from the link, such as the HREF,

ALT and TITLE attributes, in the example above. These extracted attributes are

included with the selected entity in the HTTP POST request. The system may further

use the JavaScript command "element. getattribute()" in order to acquire the attributes

of a tag.

[0064] In still other embodiments, the system may acquire text associated with

headers from the page on which the selected entity appears using the JavaScript

command "document. querySelectorAll('h l ,h2,h3,h4,h5,h6,h7.h8'). The acquired text

is then included in the HTTP POST request sent to the server. The system may also

search the DOM of the web page to identify META tags. The text associated with

META tags may also be useful. Each of the META tags in a document will be

returned by the following command : document.getElementsByTagName('meta') and

each returned tag may be analyzed using the following exemplary code:

[0065] for ( i = 0 ; i < me tas . l eng t h ; i ++ ) {

i f (me tas [ i ] . name - = 'keywords ' ) {

r ichQuery [ ' keywords ' ] = metas [ i ] . conten t ;

}

}

[0066] According to a non-limiting, exemplary embodiment, FIG. 7A shows a

sample webpage and FIG. 7B shows a corresponding rich-query string. The user has



highlighted " 132 Crosby Street, 4,h Floor New York, NY 100 2", which is used as the

search entity. The rich-query string includes the name of the server ("query-server-

beta"), the data type ("JSON"), a requested layout type ("default"), a return type

("javascript"), a language or culture specifier ("en-US"), and the URL of the search

entity's webpage ("http://kikin.com/contact"). Additionally, the rich-query string

includes information found on the search entity's webpage, including an address

(" 132 Crosby Street, 4th Floor, New York, NY 100 12"), text in close proximity to the

address ("kikin Headquarters"), a phone number ("646-395- 1280"), prominent text

("Contact Us"), and keywords specified in the META tags ("kikin, facebook, twitter,

social networking, price comparison, browser plugin").

[0067] In another embodiment, information about the HTML hierarchy of the

page on which the selected entity is found may be used to determ ine content. n the

example above, the HTML code for displaying the address to the user may be :

[00681 <div id= 'address '>

Our address:

<address>

132 crosby street, New York, NY 10012

</address>

</div>

[0069] In these embodiments selecting "New York" will cause the system to

traverse the DOM model for the page and detect that the selected entity is part of an

ADDRESS tag and a DIV tag. The extracted hierarchal information is included in the

HTTP POST request sent to the server.



|0070] In still other embodiments, the system may identify entities using

microformats, when available. Microformats are attributes of HTML elements that

store extra information, not visible to the user, about a tag. For example:

[0071 ] <p itemprop= "address" itemscope= ""

temtype= "http ://da a-vocabulary .org/Address ">

<span itemprop= "stress-address ">2 Lincoln

Place</span> ,

<span itemprop= "locality" >

Brooklyn

</span>

<span itemprop= "region ">

NY

</span>

</span>

</p>

[0072] In the example above if the user selects "Brooklyn," the system will detect

the presence of the property "itemprop" and parse the DOM tree to tag the selection

as an address. If a microformat is identified, it is saved and included in the HTTP

POST request to the server.

[0073] According to various embodiments, information related the user's profile

may also be used when formulating a rich query for transmission to the server. Such

information includes, but is not limited to, any combination of the user's history of

documents visited, favorite websites or bookmarks, categories of favorite websites or

bookmarks, shares, prior searches, recent prior searches, the search that referred the



user to the current webpage, saves, interests, social networks, frequently accessed

applications/documents/websites, a Bloom filter data structure that represents all

domains that the user visited during a specific period of time, a Bloom filter data

structure that represents all domains from which the user saved a webpage, a Bloom

filter data structure that represents all domains on which the user shared a webpage, or

the like. According to a non-limiting, exemplary embodiment, FIG. 6 shows a textual

representation of a data structure containing information regarding a sample user

profile.

[0074] Prior searches performed by the user are stored and may be used as part of

the user profile. Additionally, as the user visits web pages, the URLs of those web

pages are recorded and sent to the server. For example, is a user searches

www.google.com for "new camera" and then visits multiple web pages about

cameras, that search and the pages visited by the user will be sent to the server and

used to refine a contextual query to direct it more towards camera-related results.

[0075] Similarly, the bookmarks saved by a user during web browsing are

accessed and sent to the server to be used to refine a contextual search. For example,

if a user has bookmarked google.com, bbc.com/news, and cnn.com, the server may

use this fact to provide more news-related sites in response to a request.

[0076] According to various embodiments, after the rich query is constructed, this

rich query is sent, using a processor, from the component(s) 202 to the server(s) 106.

According to some embodiments, more than one rich query may be constructed and

sent. According to further embodiments, the rich queries may be identical, and in

other embodiments, at least some of the rich queries may be at least partially different

from another rich query. According to various embodiments, the processor sends the



rich query (or queries) to the server(s) 106 using a networking device. According to

some embodiments, the rich query is not sent to a server and is instead processed on

the client 102 by the component(s) 202 Alternatively, the rich query may be both sent

to the server(s) 106 by the client and processed local ly by component(s) 202.

According to further embodiments, no rich query is constructed, and instead the

contextual information that would have otherwise been used for a rich query is sent to

the server(s) 106, processed directly by the component(s) 202, or both.

[0077] In step S440, according to various embodiments, the contextual search

service, using a processor, obtains the context from the rich query (or queries) it

receives from the component(s) 202. According to some embodiments, the service

preprocesses the attributes stored in the rich query (or queries) to identify context that

is potentially useful to improve search results. According to some embodiments, the

service categorizes the search entity (or entities) based on the context information

stored in the search query (or queries). According to some embodiments, the service

disambiguates the meaning of any ambiguous terms with the help of the context

information. The service may also leverage the results obtained by other users of the

service to further refine the results given to any particular user.

[0078j For embodiments in which the selected entity is an image, the image is

submitted to a facial recognition service to identify the pictured person or product.

The result from that conversion, which is text, is then used by the service as the

selected entity to search. For embodiments in which the selected entity is audio, a

digital fingerprint of the audio is subm itted to an audio recogn ition service, such as

services offered by Rovi Shazam and IntoNow. In some embodiments, the audio

fingerprint that is submitted to the audio recognition service is generated by executing



a hash on the PCM data comprising the file. The result returned from the audio

recognition service, which is text, is then used as the selected entity to search.

|0079) For embodiments in which the selected entity is textual, the server

identifies a most probable sequence of words based on the selected text and the

surrounding text. In one embodiment, the server accomplishes this by generating a

list of n-word-grams. In some embodiments, the number words used to create the

word grams are 10 words, in other embodiments 8 words are used, in still other

embodiments 6 words are used, in still further embodiments 4 words are used and in

still other embodiments 2 words are used.

[0080J As an example of this, for the sentence:

[0081 ] Tunisia, the country where the Arab Spring uprisings began this year, has

joined the International Crim inal court, becoming the first North African country to

do so

[0082] in which "International Criminal" was the selected text would result, in an

embodiment in which 6 words are used, in the fol lowing set of word-grams:

this year has joined the international

year has joined the international criminal

has joined the international criminal court

joined the international criminal court becoming

the international criminal court becoming the

international criminal court becoming the first

criminal court becoming the first north

year has joined the international



has joined the international criminal

joined the international criminal court

the international criminal court becoming

international criminal court becoming the

criminal court becoming the first

has joined the international

joined the international criminal

the international criminal court

international criminal court becoming

criminal court becoming the

joined the international

the international criminal

international criminal court

criminal court becoming

the international

international criminal

criminal court

international

criminal

[0083] In some embodiments, each of the generated word-grams may be used as

input to a search engine, such as google.com, bing.com, yahoo.com and the like. The

results returned from these searches can be reviewed to determine if any of the results

contain links to a knowledge management site, such as wikipedia.com. Word-grams

that returned search results having links to a knowledge management site are then



ordered from most popular to least popular. The longest word-gram returning the

most popular search is selected as the intended search term.

[0084] The selected search term may then be reviewed to determine if the word or

word sequence has multiple meanings. In one embodiment, this is accomplished by

consulting a directory of ambiguous phrases, such as that maintained by

wikipedia.com. In this embodiment, if the phrase is ambiguous, compare the text of

the page where the user originally selected the text, with the text on each page that is

linked from the disambiguation page. Select the page with the most significant

overlap and adjust the highlight text based on this. In a specific example, for the

following text: https://www.applebank.com/about.aspx when the user highlights

"Apple," a request is made to a disambiguation page, e.g.,

http://en.vvikipedia.org/wiki/Apple (disambiguation) . The text on the about page is

compared with each page linked from above disambiguation page. Because words

used on http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Apple Bank overlap more than with the other

pages, e.g., 1863 (the year the bank was incorporated), 25 h (the street the first

branch was located on), mortgage, financial, or New York, Apple Bank is selected as

the disambiguated search term to use going forward.

[0085] In step S450, according to various embodiments, the contextual search

service, using a processor, identifies relevant content source(s) for query submission.

Content sources include, but are not lim ited to, the Internet, specific commerce,

travel, or other service-related sources, knowledge sources such as Wikipedia and

Wolfram Alpha, proprietary sources such as corporate databases, and the like.

According to various embodiments, the contextual information determined in step

S440 is used to determine which content source(s) is (or are) relevant. For example,



according to some non-limiting exemplary embodiments, rich queries which appear to

relate to travel destinations (according to the search entity and its context) will be

matched by the service to the Internet and travel-related sources. According to some

embodiments, the content source(s) is (or are) determined based at least in part on the

type of media that the rich query seems to be related to, for example, videos, photos,

etc. According to some embodiments, the content source(s) is (or are) determined

based at least in part on the ontological category that the rich query seems to be

related to, for example, commerce, travel, etc. According to some embodiments,

preferences indicated by the user and received by the service determine, in part, the

type of content source(s).

(0086] In more detail, step S450 may be performed by searching groupings of

content sources, referred to herein as "vertical categories." In general, the

disambiguated word or word sequence is used to return general search results which

are then, in turn, compared to a vertical category mapping directory to identify

potentially relevant content sources. In some embodiments, the vertical categories

may be selected or prioritized based on, for example, context-specific skew or user

preferences.

[0087] A specific example of this process is how content sources are selected for

a general search term, such as "Hawaii. " A general search for "Hawaii" may return,

for example, the following results:

1. www.gohawaii.com

2. www.gohawaii.com/big-island

3. Map of Hawaii

4. hawai i.gov/



5. www.capitol.havvaii.gov/session20 11/

6. Images for Hawaii

7 . en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hawaii

8 . www.co.hawaii.hi.us/

9 . www. lonelyplanet.com/usa/hawaii

A URL prefix to category index contains the categorization for "Map ->

Map", "Images -> Images", "Wikipedia -> References", and "Lonely Planet ->

Travel". Based on these results, the serve selects the fol lowing vertical categorization:

Map, Images, References, and Travel. In one embodiment, for each domain, the

verticals most frequently accessed by the user are tracked. That is, for example, if

people on lonelyplanet.com happen to view more Images then Maps, then images will

be prioritized over maps for all users in future searches associated with

lonelyplanet.com. However if a specific user watches videos with greater frequency

than the general population, the video category will be introduced (or boosted) only

for that user.

[0088] In step S460, according to various embodiments, the contextual search

service, using a processor, converts the rich query (or queries) to a standard query (or

queries). Standard queries are queries that are acceptable as input to the content

source(s) identified in step S450. According to various embodiments, a standard

query includes one or more search entities. According to various embodiments, a

standard query additionally includes context information related to the search entity.

According to some embodiments, if during step S440, the service disambiguated the

meaning of any ambiguous terms with the help of the contextual

information,additional terms may be included in the standard query, as determined by



the disambiguation process. According to some embodiments, Boolean logic is

applied to standard query construction. In a non-limiting embodiment, for example,

Boolean logic is used in constructing a standard query for an Internet Search source

which accepts Boolean search queries.

[0089] According to some embodiments, unnecessary words in the search entity

are not included in the standard query. For example, if the search entity is long, the

search entity may be shortened for the standard query, to increase the diversity of

results. This is because search strings that are too specific may return results from too

narrow a list of sources.

[0090J In greater detail, for each vertical source identified, a query string is

created that can be understood by the context source. In some embodiments, each

vertical source has an associated input and output mapping, which translates a rich

query received from a client into specific instructions for the content source. For

example, to search YouTube the following query instruction may be generated:

http://gdata.youru be.com/feeds/api/videos?q= {QUERY &orderbv=relevance&safeSe

arch=moderate&max-results=20&fonTiat=5&v=2&client=vtapi-kikin-

Youtubevideowidg-s7nshfa6-0&lr= LANGUAGE)

The placeholders {QUERY} and {LANGUAGE} would be populated based on the

rich query. YouTube results may be mapped in the following manner:

feed/entries/title -> title

feed/entries/links/href -> link

feed/entries/mediaGroup/thumbnails -> thumbnail



in order to return result that can be used by the service. In some embodiments, all

content sources are accessed in parallel and the results of each source are post-filtered

and re-ordered.

[0091 In step S470, according to various embodiments, the contextual search

service, using a processor, obtains results from the content source(s). According to

various embodiments, the results are obtained by submitting the standard query (or

queries) that were constructed in step S460 to the content source(s) identified in step

S450, and the service then accepts results from one or more of the content source(s).

According to various embodiments, the results are processed. According to some

embodiments, the results are sorted to remove duplicates (for example, sending results

to multiple content sources may return results from one content source that duplicate

one or more of the results from another content source). According to some

embodiments, the results are sorted in order of contextual relevance. According to

various embodiments, the results or processed results are sent to the component(s)

202 by a processor, using a networking device.

[0092J According to a non-lim iting, exemplary embodiment, FIG. 7C shows a

textual representation of a data structure containing sample results returned by a

server that had been provided the rich query string of FIG. 7B. The search entity was

" 132 Crosby Street, 4th Floor New York, NY 100 12". Information regarding the

user's profile included a country code, P address, country, region, city, DMA code,

region, area code, postal code, continent code, latitude and longitude. The results

included map information regarding address provided in the search entity (latitude,

longitude, and postal address). The results further included a website related to the

location of the address provided in the search entity (the local government website).



[0093] Returning to FIG. 4, in step S480, according to various embodiments, the

contextual search service, using a processor, filters the results. According to some

embodiments, the results are filtered according to settings received from the user or

stored in a user profile. According to some embodiments, the results are filtered

according to the physical limitations of the device of the components (202), for

example, the device screen size, latency, and/or caching.

[0094] In greater detail, the results of all content source searched may be merged

based on the order of the vertical categories and the merged results may be sent to the

client. In some embodiments, the results are sent to client together with client-side

query descriptors. In some specific embodiments, the search results are sent to the

c lient in a JSON-encoded structure.

[0095] In step S490, according to various embodiments, the contextual search

service, using a processor, presents the results. According to various embodiments,

presenting the results involves rendering the results on a display. According to some

embodiments, the service accepts input from the user to update the search entity so

that a new search may be conducted. According to some embodiments, the results are

displayed in a pop-up window, dialogue box, unopened or opened tab, overlay, or the

like. According to some embodiments, the results are displayed in text form and/or

rich media form, including images, videos, maps, and/or the like. In still other

embodiments, the server provides the query translation to the client and the client

itself executes the query.

[0096] In some embodiments, the client may itself perform the same series of

steps described above, either independently or in parallel. For example, the client may

execute parallel queries of content sources and merge those results into the results



received from the server. For these embodiments, the client follows the same query

logic as that described above in connection with the server. In certain embodiments,

the results from the server may be used to update or adjust the selected entity. In these

embodiments, the updated or adjusted selected entity may be searched, as described

above.

[0097] Having described certain embodiments of an apparatus for interacting with

software, it will now become apparent to one of skill in the art that other embodiments

incorporating the concepts of the disclosure may be used.



CLAIMS

What is claimed:

1. A method for providing contextual information regarding semantic entities

included in a page of content, the method comprising:

displaying to a user a page of content including one or more semantic

entities;

identifying, by a processor, the included one or more semantic entities; and

receiving input from the user indicating a desire to receive contextual

information regarding a specific one of the identified semantic entities.

2 . The method of claim 1, further comprising highlighting the identified semantic

entities.

3. The method of claim 1, wherein the received user input is received in the form of

touch-screen input.

4 . The method of claim 1, further comprising suspending the user interface behavior

of the displayed page.

5. The method of claim 4, further comprising suspending the user interface behavior

of the displayed page in response to user input comprising a dragging movement.

6 . The method of claim 1, wherein identifying the included one or more semantic

entities includes determining the local context to determine the boundary of the

entity.

7. The method of claim 1, wherein identifying the included one or more semantic

entities includes determining that the frequency with which a combination of

words is searched exceeds a pre-determined threshold.



entities includes determining that a frequency with which a first word and a

second word are searched exceeds a frequency with which the second word and a

third word are searched.

9 . The method of claim 1, wherein identifying the included one or more semantic

entities includes determining evaluating capitalization of words in the page.

10. The method of claim 1, wherein identifying the included one or more semantic

entities includes determining the existence of an HTML tag in the page.

11. A system for providing contextual information regarding semantic entities

included in a page of content, the method comprising:

means for displaying to a user a page of content including one or more

semantic entities;

means for identifying the included one or more semantic entities; and

means for receiving input from the user indicating a desire to receive

contextual information regarding a specific one of the identified semantic entities.

12. The system of claim 11, further comprising means for highlighting the identified

semantic entities.

13. The system of claim 11, wherein the receiving means receives input in the form

of touch-screen input.

14. The system of claim 11, further comprising means for suspending the user

interface behavior of the displayed page.

15. The system of claim 11, wherein the suspending means suspends the user

interface behavior of the displayed page in response to user input comprising a

dragging movement.



or more semantic entities by determining the local context to determine the

boundary of the entity.

17. The system of claim 11, wherein the identifying means identifies the included one

or more semantic entities by determining that the frequency with which a

combination of words is searched exceeds a pre-determined threshold.

18. The system of claim 11, wherein the identifying means identifies the included one

or more semantic entities by determining that a frequency with which a first word

and a second word are searched exceeds a frequency with which the second word

and a third word are searched.

19. The system of claim 11, wherein the identifying means identifies the included one

or more semantic entities by determining evaluating capitalization of words in the

page.

20. The system of claim 11, wherein the identifying means identifies the included one

or more semantic entities by determining the existence of an HTML tag in the

page.

21. A method for constructing a rich query from a selected semantic entity included in

a page, the method comprising:

a . receiving user input identifying a semantic entity for which contextual

information is desired;

b. identifying context information associated with the selected semantic

entity;

c . encoding a Uniform Resource Locator (URL) using the semantic entity

and the identified context information; and

d . transmitting the encoded URL to a search server.



interface.

3. The method of claim 21, wherein context information is identified using

characteristics of the page in which the semantic entity was included.

4 . The method of claim 23, wherein context infomiation is identified using one of a

title of a web page, a URL identifying a web page, a META tag included in a web

page, and infomiation identifying word frequencies of the web page including the

semantic entity.

5. The method of claim 21, wherein context information is identified using

infomiation regarding the user ' s browsing history.

6 . The method of claim 25, wherein the information regarding the user ' s browsing

history includes one of the user ' s browsing history, favorite web sites of the user,

bookmarks saved by the user, prior searches requested by the user, and frequently

accessed web sites.

7. The method of claim 21, wherein context infomiation is identified using a profile

established by the user.

8. The method of claim 21, wherein context infomiation is identified using a Bloom

filter.

9 . The method of claim 21, further comprising encoding a first URL using the

semantic entity and first context information and a second URL using the

semantic entity and second context information.

0 . The method of claim 21, wherein the encoded URL is transmitted using an HTTP

POST command.



a page, the method comprising:

means for receiving user input identifying a semantic entity for which

contextual information is desired;

means for identifying context information associated with the selected

semantic entity;

means for encoding a Uniform Resource Locator (URL) using the semantic

entity an the identified context information; and

means for transmitting the encoded URL to a search server.

32. The system of claim 31, wherein the receiving means receives user input via a

touch screen interface.

33. The system of claim 31, wherein the identifying means identifies contextual

information using characteristics of the page in which the semantic entity was

included.

34. The system of claim 31, wherein the identifying means identifies contextual

information using one of a title of a web page, a URL identifying a web page, a

META tag included in a web page, and information identifying word frequencies

of the web page including the semantic entity.

35. The system of claim 31, wherein the identifying means identifies contextual

information using information regarding the user ' s browsing history.

36. The system of claim 35, wherein the information regarding the user ' s browsing

history includes one of the user ' s browsing history, favorite web sites of the user,

bookmarks saved by the user, prior searches requested by the user, and frequently

accessed web sites.



information using a profile established by the user.

38. The system of claim 31, wherein the identifying means identifies contextual

information using a Bloom filter.

39. The system of claim 31, wherein the encoding means encodes a first URL using

the semantic entity and first context information and a second URL using the

semantic entity and second context information.

40. The system of claim 31, wherein the transmitting means transmits encoded URL

is transmitted using an HTTP POST command.

41. A method for contextual searching of a semantic entity comprising:

receiving a rich query comprising a semantic entity to be searched and

contextual information regarding the selection of the semantic entity;

receiving, from a search engine, a plurality of search results returned in

response to submitting a search request using the selected semantic entity;

selecting a plurality of content sources to be searched based on the returned

search results;

converting the received rich query into a plurality of simple queries, each one

of the plurality of simple queries corresponding to one of the plurality of content

sources;

submitting each one of the plurality of simple queries to the corresponding

content source;

receiving results from each of the plurality of content sources; and

filtering the plurality of received results into a single result list for presentation

to a user.



semantic entity.

43. The method of claim 42, wherein the step of disambiguating further comprises

consulting a directory of ambiguous phrases.

44. The method of claim 42, wherein the step of disambiguating further comprises

forming a plurality of word grams from the semantic entity, receiving search

results obtained by submitting each of the word grams to a search engine, and

selecting the word gram returning the most popular results as the disambiguated

search term.

45. The method of claim 41, wherein the selection of a plurality sources comprises

comparing the returned search results to a vertical category map identifying

relevant content sources.

46. The method of claim 41, wherein converting the rich query into a simple query

comprises generating a CGI query from the rich query.

47. The method of claim 41, wherein each one of the plurality of simple queries is

submitted to the corresponding content source substantially simultaneously with

the others of the plurality of simple queries.

48. The method of claim 41, wherein filtering the plurality of received results

comprises removing duplicate results.

49. The method of claim 41, further comprising transmitting the filtered results to a

client for display to a user.

50. The method of claim 49, wherein the results are transmitted in a JSON-encoded

structure.

51. A system for contextual searching of a semantic entity comprising:



and contextual information regarding the selection of the semantic entity;

means for receiving, from a search engine, a plurality of search results

returned in response to submitting a search request using the selected semantic

entity;

means for selecting a plurality of content sources to be searched based on the

returned search results;

means for converting the received rich query into a plurality of simple queries,

each one of the plurality of simple queries corresponding to one of the

plurality of content sources;

means for submitting each one of the plurality of simple queries to the

corresponding content source;

means for receiving results from each of the plurality of content sources; and

means for filtering the plurality of received results into a single result list for

presentation to a user.

52. The system of claim 51, further comprising the means for disambiguating the

semantic entity.

53. The system of claim 52, wherein the disambiguating means consults a directory of

ambiguous phrases.

54. The system of claim 52, wherein the disambiguating means forms a plurality of

word grams from the semantic entity, receives search results obtained by

submitting each of the word grams to a search engine, and selects the word gram

returning the most popular results as the disambiguated search term.

55. The system of claim 51, wherein the selection means compares the returned

search results to a vertical category map identifying relevant content sources.



from the rich query.

57. The system of claim 51, wherein the submitting means submits each one of the

plurality of simple queries to the corresponding content source substantially

simultaneously with the others of the plurality of simple queries.

58. The system of claim 51, wherein the filtering means removes duplicate results.

59. The system of claim 51, wherein the transmitting means transmits the filtered

results to a client for display to a user.

60. The system of claim 59, wherein the transmitting means transmits the filtered

results to a client in a JSON-encoded stiiicture.
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